
Introduction to golo Carcare  

go offline, live online 



Headaches of owning a car  

 Why does the engine light pop on from time to 
time? 
 

 Is there a way to know in advance if my vehicle 
could pass the emission test? 
 

 How to tell whether or not the repair shop is 
exagerating about my car's problem? 
 

 Is it possible to have thorough but inexpensive 
safety check on my vehicle before travelling?  
 

 Where can I get professional opinions regarding 
vehicle maintainence? 
 

 Current OBD products provide limited car data 
 

 Vehicle trouble codes gathered by scanner are 
obscure to understand 

 ......  
 

Millions of car owners are seeking for  
 
Economic way for vehicle maintanence 
 
Easy & effective way to understand vehicles 



What is golo Carcare 

A professional 
vehicle diagnostics 
tool for DIYers 

  

 

Complete check 
on vehicle health 
condition through 
Smartphone 
 

Remote diagnosis 
provided by preferred 
garages and 
mechanics  

Vehicle maintenance 
advices from golo 
online community 
 



golo Carcare technical specification 

 
golo  Carcare key modules 

OBD 
Module 

Used to read basic data from 
OBD II public protocol 

Diagnostic 
Module 

Contains Launch's unique, self-
developed diagnostic chipset, 
enables thorough diagnosis for 
vast choices of cars 

Bluetooth 
Module 

Allows data transfer between the 
dongle and Smartphone 



golo Carcare key features 

golo 
Carcare 

DIY 
Inspection 

Remote 
Diagnosis 

Online 
Consulting 



Vehicle inspection is our expertise 

More than 20 years experience in vehicle diagnosis 
technology 

World widest software coverage , 220 car brands and 
2500 car models 

1st market share of auto diagnosis tools sales in the 
world 



Inspection solution for DIYers-plug and play 

Quick Inspection 
OBD II 

Full System 
Inspection 

Quick inspection gives a brief view on vehicle general 
health condition and emission level  
 
Full system inspection provides professional vehicle 
diagnosis and assist in car owners' decisions regarding 
vehicle maintenance  

It's much more than an OBD dongle! 



Remote diagnosis-professional mechanics within reach 

No worry. Professional mechanics are just  
one click away!  

Not everyone is a car expert. What if car owners can't 
understand the inspection report? 
 



Online consulting-give and get advices from golo community 

golo Carecare establishes a community where users can  
get maintenance advices from professional mechanics. 
Individual car owners are also welcome to answer questions.  



golo ecosystem 



Our business partners in China 



Thank You ! 
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